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QUESTION 1
Which of the following provides a security professional with most information about the system\\'s security posture?
A. Phishing, spamming, sending trojans
B. Social engineering, company site browsing tailgating
C. Wardriving, warchalking, social engineering
D. Port scanning, banner grabbing service identification
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 2
An Internet Service Provider (ISP) has a need to authenticate users connecting via analog modems, Digital Subscriber
Lines (DSL), wireless data services, and Virtual Private Networks (VPN) over a Frame Relay network.
Which AAA protocol is the most likely able to handle this requirement?
A. TACACS+
B. DIAMETER
C. Kerberos
D. RADIUS
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 3
What hacking attack is challenge/response authentication used to prevent?
A. Replay attacks
B. Scanning attacks
C. Session hijacking attacks
D. Password cracking attacks
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 4
Joel, a professional hacker, targeted a company and identified the types of websites frequently visited by its employees.
Using this information, he searched for possible loopholes in these websites and injected a malicious script that can
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redirect users from the web page and download malware onto a victim\\'s machine. Joel waits for the victim to access
the infected web application so as to compromise the victim\\'s machine. Which of the following techniques is used by
Joel in the above scenario?
A. DNS rebinding attack
B. Clickjacking attack
C. MarioNet attack
D. Watering hole attack
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 5
Daniel Is a professional hacker who Is attempting to perform an SQL injection attack on a target website.
www.movlescope.com. During this process, he encountered an IDS that detects SQL Injection attempts based on
predefined signatures. To evade any comparison statement, he attempted placing characters such as `\\'or \\'1\\'=\\'1" In
any bask injection statement such as "or 1=1." Identify the evasion technique used by Daniel in the above scenario.
A. Null byte
B. IP fragmentation
C. Char encoding
D. Variation
Correct Answer: D
One may append the comment "? operator along with the String for the username and whole avoid executing the
password segment of the SQL query. Everything when the -- operator would be considered as comment and not dead.
To launch such an attack, the value passed for name could be \\'OR `1\\'=`1\\' ; -Statement = "SELECT * FROM
`CustomerDB\\' WHERE `name\\' = ` "+ userName + " ` AND `password\\' = ` "
+ passwd + " ` ; " Statement = "SELECT * FROM `CustomerDB\\' WHERE `name\\' = ` \\' OR `1\\'=`1`;?+ " `
AND `password\\' = ` " + passwd + " ` ; "
All the records from the customer database would be listed. Yet, another variation of the SQL Injection
Attack can be conducted in dbms systems that allow multiple SQL injection statements. Here, we will also
create use of the vulnerability in sure dbms whereby a user provided field isn\\'t strongly used in or isn\\'t
checked for sort constraints.
This could take place once a numeric field is to be employed in a SQL statement; but, the programmer
makes no checks to validate that the user supplied input is numeric.

QUESTION 6
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If you want to only scan fewer ports than the default scan using Nmap tool, which option would you use?
A. -r
B. -F
C. -P
D. -sP
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 7
You just set up a security system in your network. In what kind of system would you find the following string of
characters used as a rule within its configuration? alert tcp any any -> 192.168.100.0/24 21 (msg: ""FTP on the
network!"";)
A. A firewall IPTable
B. FTP Server rule
C. A Router IPTable
D. An Intrusion Detection System
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 8
Bob, a system administrator at TPNQM SA, concluded one day that a DMZ is not needed if he properly configures the
firewall to allow access just to servers/ports, which can have direct internet access, and block the access to
workstations.
Bob also concluded that DMZ makes sense just when a stateful firewall is available, which is not the case of TPNQM
SA.
In this context, what can you say?
A. Bob can be right since DMZ does not make sense when combined with stateless firewalls
B. Bob is partially right. He does not need to separate networks if he can create rules by destination IPs, one by one
C. Bob is totally wrong. DMZ is always relevant when the company has internet servers and workstations
D. Bob is partially right. DMZ does not make sense when a stateless firewall is available
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 9
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jane, an ethical hacker. Is testing a target organization\\'s web server and website to identity security loopholes. In this
process, she copied the entire website and its content on a local drive to view the complete profile of the site\\'s
directory structure, file structure, external links, images, web pages, and so on. This information helps jane map the
website\\'s directories and gain valuable information. What is the attack technique employed by Jane in the above
scenario?
A. website mirroring
B. Session hijacking
C. Web cache poisoning
D. Website defacement
Correct Answer: A
A mirror site may be a website or set of files on a computer server that has been copied to a different computer server in
order that the location or files are available from quite one place. A mirror site has its own URL, but is otherwise just like
the principal site. Load-balancing devices allow high-volume sites to scale easily, dividing the work between multiple
mirror sites.A mirror site is typically updated frequently to make sure it reflects the contents of the first site. In some
cases, the first site may arrange for a mirror site at a bigger location with a better speed connection and, perhaps, a
better proximity to an outsized audience.If the first site generates an excessive amount of traffic, a mirror site can
ensure better availability of the web site or files. For websites that provide copies or updates of widely used software, a
mirror site allows the location to handle larger demands and enables the downloaded files to arrive more quickly.
Microsoft, Sun Microsystems and other companies have mirror sites from which their browser software are often
downloaded.Mirror sites are wont to make site access faster when the first site could also be geographically distant from
those accessing it. A mirrored web server is usually located on a special continent from the principal site, allowing users
on the brink of the mirror site to urge faster and more reliable access.Mirroring an internet site also can be done to make
sure that information are often made available to places where access could also be unreliable or censored. In 2013,
when Chinese authorities blocked access to foreign media outlets just like the Wall Street Journal and Reuters, site
mirroring was wont to restore access and circumvent government censorship.

QUESTION 10
There are multiple cloud deployment options depending on how isolated a customer\\'s resources are from those of
other customers. Shared environments share the costs and allow each customer to enjoy lower operations expenses.
One solution Is for a customer to Join with a group of users or organizations to share a cloud environment. What is this
cloud deployment option called?
A. Hybrid
B. Community
C. Public
D. Private
Correct Answer: B
The purpose of this idea is to permit multiple customers to figure on joint projects and applications that belong to the
community, where it\\'s necessary to possess a centralized clouds infrastructure. In other words, Community Cloud may
be a distributed infrastructure that solves the precise problems with business sectors by integrating the services
provided by differing types of clouds solutions. The communities involved in these projects, like tenders, business
organizations, and research companies, specialise in similar issues in their cloud interactions. Their shared interests
may include concepts and policies associated with security and compliance considerations, and therefore the goals of
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the project also . Community Cloud computing facilitates its users to spot and analyze their business demands better.
Community Clouds could also be hosted during a data center, owned by one among the tenants, or by a third-party
cloud services provider and may be either on- site or off-site. Community Cloud Examples and Use CasesCloud
providers have developed Community Cloud offerings, and a few organizations are already seeing the advantages . the
subsequent list shows a number of the most scenarios of the Community Cloud model that\\'s beneficial to the
participating organizations. Multiple governmental departments that perform transactions with each other can have their
processing systems on shared infrastructure. This setup makes it cost- effective to the tenants, and may also reduce
their data traffic. Benefits of Community CloudsCommunity Cloud provides benefits to organizations within the
community, individually also as collectively. Organizations don\\'t need to worry about the safety concerns linked with
Public Cloud due to the closed user group. This recent cloud computing model has great potential for businesses
seeking cost- effective cloud services to collaborate on joint projects, because it comes with multiple advantages.
Openness and ImpartialityCommunity Clouds are open systems, and that they remove the dependency organizations
wear cloud service providers. Organizations are able to do many benefits while avoiding the disadvantages of both
public and personal clouds. Ensures compatibility among each of its users, allowing them to switch properties consistent
with their individual use cases. They also enable companies to interact with their remote employees and support the
utilization of various devices, be it a smartphone or a tablet. This makes this sort of cloud solution more flexible to
users\\' demands. Consists of a community of users and, as such, is scalable in several aspects like hardware
resources, services, and manpower. It takes under consideration demand growth, and you simply need to increase the
user-base. Flexibility and ScalabilityHigh Availability and ReliabilityYour cloud service must be ready to make sure the
availability of knowledge and applications in the least times. Community Clouds secure your data within the same way
as the other cloud service, by replicating data and applications in multiple secure locations to guard them from
unforeseen circumstances. Cloud possesses redundant infrastructure to form sure data is out there whenever and
wherever you would like it. High availability and reliability are critical concerns for any sort of cloud solution. Security and
ComplianceTwo significant concerns discussed when organizations believe cloud computing are data security and
compliance with relevant regulatory authorities. Compromising each other\\'s data security isn\\'t profitable to anyone
during a Community Cloud. the power to dam users from editing and downloading specific datasets. Making sensitive
data subject to strict regulations on who has access to Sharing sensitive data unique to a specific organization would
bring harm to all or any the members involved. What devices can store sensitive data. Users can configure various
levels of security for his or her data. Common use cases:Convenience and ControlConflicts associated with
convenience and control don\\'t arise during a Community Cloud. Democracy may be a crucial factor the Community
Cloud offers as all tenants share and own the infrastructure and make decisions collaboratively. This setup allows
organizations to possess their data closer to them while avoiding the complexities of a personal Cloud. Less Work for
the IT DepartmentHaving data, applications, and systems within the cloud means you are doing not need to manage
them entirely. This convenience eliminates the necessity for tenants to use extra human resources to manage the
system. Even during a self-managed solution, the work is split among the participating organizations. Environment
SustainabilityIn the Community Cloud, organizations use one platform for all their needs, which dissuades them from
investing in separate cloud facilities. This shift introduces a symbiotic relationship between broadening and shrinking the
utilization of cloud among clients. With the reduction of organizations using different clouds, resources are used more
efficiently, thus resulting in a smaller carbon footprint.

QUESTION 11
In the field of cryptanalysis, what is meant by a "rubber-hose" attack?
A. Forcing the targeted keystream through a hardware-accelerated device such as an ASIC.
B. A backdoor placed into a cryptographic algorithm by its creator.
C. Extraction of cryptographic secrets through coercion or torture.
D. Attempting to decrypt ciphertext by making logical assumptions about the contents of the original plaintext.
Correct Answer: C
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QUESTION 12
You have gained physical access to a Windows 2008 R2 server which has an accessible disc drive. When you attempt
to boot the server and log in, you are unable to guess the password. In your toolkit, you have an Ubuntu 9.10 Linux
LiveCD. Which Linux-based tool can change any user\\'s password or activate disabled Windows accounts?
A. John the Ripper
B. SET
C. CHNTPW
D. Cain and Abel
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 13
Let\\'s imagine three companies (A, B and C), all competing in a challenging global environment. Company
A and B are working together in developing a product that will generate a major competitive advantage for
them. Company A has a secure DNS server while company B has a DNS server vulnerable to spoofing.
With a spoofing attack on the DNS server of company B, company C gains access to outgoing e-mails
from company B.
How do you prevent DNS spoofing?
A. Install DNS logger and track vulnerable packets
B. Disable DNS timeouts
C. Install DNS Anti-spoofing
D. Disable DNS Zone Transfer
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 14
When considering how an attacker may exploit a web server, what is web server footprinting?
A. When an attacker implements a vulnerability scanner to identify weaknesses
B. When an attacker creates a complete profile of the site\\'s external links and file structures
C. When an attacker gathers system-level data, including account details and server names
D. When an attacker uses a brute-force attack to crack a web-server password
Correct Answer: B
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QUESTION 15
You went to great lengths to install all the necessary technologies to prevent hacking attacks, such as expensive
firewalls, antivirus software, anti-spam systems and intrusion detection/prevention tools in your company\\'s network.
You have configured the most secure policies and tightened every device on your network. You are confident that
hackers will never be able to gain access to your network with complex security system in place.
Your peer, Peter Smith who works at the same department disagrees with you.
He says even the best network security technologies cannot prevent hackers gaining access to the network because of
presence of "weakest link" in the security chain.
What is Peter Smith talking about?
A. Untrained staff or ignorant computer users who inadvertently become the weakest link in your security chain
B. "zero-day" exploits are the weakest link in the security chain since the IDS will not be able to detect these attacks
C. "Polymorphic viruses" are the weakest link in the security chain since the Anti-Virus scanners will not be able to
detect these attacks
D. Continuous Spam e-mails cannot be blocked by your security system since spammers use different techniques to
bypass the filters in your gateway
Correct Answer: A
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